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Precise control of material at the nanoscale is necessary for ever-shrinking devices that rely on quantum 
effects. The ubiquitous use of silicon in modern electronics makes it an ideal system for quantum-based 
nanoelectronic devices. However, direct patterning of silicon at the nanoscale is limited by current 
silicon growth and patterning processes such as lithography. The scanning transmission electron 
microscope (STEM) is a powerful tool for atomically resolved imaging and spectroscopy but recent 
work has demonstrated its utility as a platform for atom-by-atom fabrication [1-5]. The beam–matter 
interactions once thought of negatively as “beam damage” are now being harnessed to modify 
technologically relevant material at the nano- and atomic scales. STEM offers real-time imaging at room 
temperature, variable accelerating voltages for increased control over beam–matter interactions and can 
be paired with computer control and feedback for precise material manipulation. In addition to 
modifying materials using STEM, a hurdle remains for integrating a STEM sample into a functional 
device. Here, we discuss ways that we use the STEM to sculpt silicon and direct the placement of single 
dopants, as well as a potential route to bring these new techniques out of the microscope and into a 
functional device. 
 
Two capabilities that can potentially postpone the end of Moore’s empirical law are the ability to control 
semiconductor growth at the nm-scale and the ability to accurately position functional subsurface 
dopants. As shown in Figure 1a, we demonstrate the ability to sculpt silicon at the nanoscale using the 
atomically precise STEM electron beam [2]. We can crystallize, amorphize, and drill holes in silicon via 
control of the electron beam current. In addition to sculpting, we can reposition fronts of dopant atoms 
and position individual subsurface dopants (Figure 1b) [2,5].  
 
In order to move these nanofabrication techniques from practice on a STEM sample, which is fabricated 
primarily for imaging, we must consider other methods to fashion samples that are artifact-free and 
sufficiently robust to withstand transfer from the STEM to a secondary substrate. Thin silicon 
membranes made by chemical etching of silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers, commonly used in CMOS 
devices, have been used for thin, flexible electronics and can be transferred between multiple substrates 
[6-8]. SOI wafers can be used to create transparent, silicon-based membranes suitable for STEM 
analysis. The silicon film on these wafers can be implanted with dopants (or otherwise modified) and 
then further adapted on the atomic-scale using the STEM. The robustness of these films provides a route 
to modify silicon in the STEM then transfer the film to a secondary substrate, enabling a potential route 
to transfer atom-by-atom fabrication in the microscope to a functional electronic device. [9]  
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Figure 1.  Using STEM for nano- and atomic-scale manipulation of matter. (a) Electron beam is 
scanned from a crystalline-amorphous silicon interface (horizontal orange line) into amorphous region 
(vertical direction of orange arrow), resulting in crystallized silicon. (b) Electron beam is used to directly 
position single bismuth dopants in silicon. Circles indicate bismuth atoms moved into region using 
electron beam. Green circles mark randomly dispersed dopants, blue circles indicate dopants that were 
deliberately repositioned. 
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